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Abstract. In a scenario of supervised classification of data, labeled
training data is essential. Unfortunately, the process by which those la-
bels are obtained is not error-free, for example due to human nature.
The aim of this work is to find out what impact noise on the labels has,
and we do so by artificially adding it. An algorithm for the noising pro-
cedure is described. Not only individual classifiers are studied, but also
ensembles of classifiers whose answers are combined, increasing the over-
all performance. Also, we will answer the question if classifiers trained
on soft labels are more resilient to label noise than those trained on hard
labels.

1 Introduction

In supervised classification, we naturally can not work without labels that are
associated with our training data. Obtaining labels, hard or soft, is prone to
errors, human or otherwise. That means that a classification algorithm has falsely
labeled data in his training set, which, in extreme cases, might render it useless.
In this paper, we will evaluate the impact that label noise has on the accuracy
of single classifiers, and also multiple classifier schemes.

The training data available for a specific classification task must not nec-
essarily be labeled hard. That is, a training sample might belong, to different
degrees, to multiple classes simultaneously. For example, multiple experts might
not agree on the diagnosis for the sample, or hear different emotions in a spo-
ken sentence [1,2]. In fact, problems in the field of medical or life sciences, like
predicting the secondary structure of proteins [3], often produce and require soft
labels. We will compare the noise-resilience of hard-trained versus soft-trained
classifiers.

In the following section, we review previous work on the topic of label noise,
before presenting a model to artificially add distinct levels of noise. After de-
scribing the experimental setup, we present our results. A summary wraps up
this article.

2 Previous works

There is not much literature on how label noise should be modeled and dealt
with. One exception is Anluin and Lairds paper [4] that details how to embed



training data with flipped labels into the framework of Probably Approximately
Correct (PAC) learning [5], even allowing malicious noise. They give a lower
bound on the number of training samples necessary. The analysis is only appli-
cable to a ”flip” kind of noise and does not hold for more than two classes. Then,
some works exist that do present algorithms that can deal with noise, but mostly
with the restrictions mentioned above. One example is [6], where the approach is
to learn the parameters of the model that generates the noise. Closely related, in
[7] the label flip probabilities are incorporated into the training target criterion.
The thrust of that paper is different, however, as the setting is semi-supervised
learning, where no noise is actively added, but only a faction of the training data
has labels associated. Being an extention of the methods proposed by McLachlan
in [8], the algorithm changes the labels attributed to the unlabeled training data
with each iteration, minimising the modified Classification Maximum Likelihood
criterion.

We have ourselves previously investigated the impact of noise on classification
accuracy, with a focus on fuzzy labels [9]. Our current work uses a more intricate
noise model and does not limit the scope of classifiers to Fuzzy KNN.

3 Modelling label noise

We are taking the training data from our sensors as it is, but the class informa-
tion associated with each object may be erroneous. This we call label noise. To
experimentally determine the impact of label noise on classification accuracy, we
need to artificially add noise according to a certain model. In a two-class case, a
given portion of the training data would get randomly selected and the associ-
ated label flipped to the opposite class. This methods extends to the multi-class
case, with the label being flipped to one of the other classes in a random manner
(as employed in [9]). But since we are dealing with fuzzy labels, where not only
one class is given in the label, those noise models are not applicable. Thus, we
employ the procedure described in Algorithm 1:

Algorithm 1 Adding noise to labels

Input: Normalised labels labeli (i = 1 . . .# samples), desired noise level

for all labeli do
% Generate random label
rlabel = for each class, draw from uniform distribution in (0, 1)
rlabel = normalise label(rlabel)

% Mix original and random label
labeli = labeli ∗ (1− noise) + rlabel ∗ noise

end for

Output: Normalised labels labeli with added noise

This approach models the noise as it could appear in real-world scenarios,
and can be understood intuitively. Note that it is important to first normalise



the random label and then combine it with the original one using a weighted
sum. Normalising only in the end would seriously flatten the fuzzy labels and
decrease their variance1. It is obviously essential that the original label and the
random label be normalised in the same way, or their combination would yield
unpredictable results. In our experiments, we simply made the labels to sum up
to one.

For certain applications, it might be useful to use a different noise model
than the uniform one we employed. For example, one could treat each class
label differently, either by assigning a special variance for the randomisation, or
using a different noise level for each. A totally different approach to generate
the new noised labels would be to see each label as a point on the hyperplane of
possible (regarding the normalisation) labels. To add noise, one would advance
on this hyperplane into a random direction, with the length of this vector being
determined by the desired noise level.

4 Experimental setup

We want to evaluate the impact that noise on the training labels has on the
accuracy of single classifiers and multiple classifier architectures. To this end,
different levels of artificial noise (see Section 3) are added to the labels. For each
level, four basic classifiers, based on different features, are trained, and their de-
cisions combined. Essentially, we are interested in the behaviour of classification
accuracy as we increase the level of label noise. The entire experiment is run
twice, once with the fuzzy labels, once with hard labels that have been derived
from the fuzzy labels. This allows us to see whether it is beneficial to use soft
labels, or if hard labels are to be preferred. In all our experiments, conversion
of soft labels to hard labels, often called hardening, is done via the winner takes
all rule, also known as maximum membership rule. It works by assigning the
class with the highest membership value all the weight, and zero to the rest. For
example, hardening [0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2] would result in [0 1 0 0].

The fruits data set employed comes from a robotic environment, consisting
of 840 pictures from 7 different classes (apples, oranges, plums, lemons,... [10]).
Each image was divided evenly into multiple parts (indicated by PxP in the
following), the feature values calculated independently for each part and then
concatenated. Using the results in [11], we selected the four individual features
on which classifiers had the highest accuracy, albeit with the restriction that the
features should be fundamentally different. The features selected are (described
in detail in [11], dimensions given in brackets): Colour Histograms (3x3, 216 dim)
in the RGB space. Orientation histograms on the edges in a greyscale version of
1 We did an experiment on 700 fuzzy labels. Without noise, 428 of them had a class

membership with a value above 0.5. After adding 30% noise (noise = 0.3), this
dropped to 250, flattening the labels a bit. Had we used the normalising only at
the end, this value would have significantly dropped to 38. Looking at the mean
variance of the labels, the original ones had 5.4e-2, the noised ones 2.7e-2, and for
the end-normalised ones it dropped down to 1.2e-2.



the picture. Here we used both the Sobel operator (4x4, 128 dim) and the Canny
(3x3, 72 dim) algorithm to detect edges. As weakest feature, colour histograms in
the black-white opponent colour space were calculated (APQBW, 2x2, 32 dim).
All results were obtained using 5-fold cross validation.

As the data set initially only had hard labels (a banana is quite clearly
a banana), we had to convert them to soft labels first. This was done using
the fuzzy K-Means clustering [12] algorithm. First, we clustered the data, then
assigned a label to each cluster centre according to the hard labels of the samples
associated with it to varying degrees. Then, each sample was assigned a new soft
label as a sum of products of its cluster memberships with the centres’ labels2.

The basic classifiers we used were Radial Basis Function networks (for the
Sobel and Colour Histogram features) and Fuzzy-Input Fuzzy-Output Support
Vector Machines (for Canny and APQBW) which we will call F2-SVMs. Those
two classifier types can handle soft training labels, give soft answers and generally
show a good classification performance.

The number of kernels in the Gaussian RBF network [13] was set to 47 using
a simple heuristic formula, their position determined by running a fuzzy c-means
algorithm [12] on the training data. The individual variance of the kernels was
set using an experimental observation of Breimann [14], which allows to have
only one parameter to optimise for the whole net3.

The Fuzzy-Input Fuzzy-Output Support Vector Machines [2] employed are,
as their name suggests, SVMs able to take training data with fuzzy labels, and
to give a fuzzy reply to test samples. The choice of the parameter C common
to all machines, which controls the sensitivity to class memberships, had to be
determined beforehand using cross validation. The overall architecture is One-
Against-One [15], the kernels were polynomials of degree three.

The combination of the classifier’s decisions is accomplished using several
established Multiple Classifier System architectures in parallel. See [16] for an
introduction, and [17] for a comparison of the performance of many methods.
We tested the following schemes: Minimum, Median, Average, Dempster-Shafer
orthogonal sum rule [18,19,20], Decision Templates ([17], using measure S1),
simple probabilistic product, and an optimal least squares solution calculated
using the pseudoinverse. A theoretical comparison of the last three ones can be
found in a previous paper of ours [21].

The basic performance measure in our experiments is the classifier accuracy.
That is, we harden the soft labels and soft outputs, to find out the agreement
between them. There are plenty of other comparison metrics available, a good

2 Clustering is done for all classes together, using the APQBW feature. After looking
at the resulting labels we chose a fuzzifier of 1.3. Hardened fuzzy labels agree with
the hard labels in about 80% of the cases.

3 Using a kernel of the form fi(x) = 1
(αkdi,k)2

K
(

x−ci
αkdi,k

)
, good results can be obtained

if the following ratio including the free parameter αk is kept constant: αkdk
2

σ(dk)
. Here

dk is the mean of the kth nearest neighbour distances and σ(dk) their standard
deviation.



survey can be found in [22]. The authors of that paper also conceived and tested
a very promising new measure, but had to conclude that ”the best course of
action to obtain all the accuracy information is to support the interpretation of
the descriptive measures with a detailed inspection of the full fuzzy error matrix”.
So, as long as there are no other widely accepted methods for comparison, we
decided to use classifier accuracy for our graphs.

5 Results

The most important findings of our experiments can be seen in Figure 1: Even
the individual classifiers hold up to noise incredibly well. The classifier fusion
step is always able to improve over the individual results. Most importantly,
classifiers working with the soft labels have higher accuracy.

Fig. 1. Behaviour of classification accuracy when adding more and more noise. Shown
are plots for the four basic classifiers and their fused answer (method given in brackets).
The classifiers for the left plot were trained on soft labels, whereas only hard labels
were provided to the ones in the right plot.

A more detailed analysis of the performance of the soft-trained versus the
hard-trained classifiers is shown in Figure 2. The individual soft classifiers have,
in most cases, a higher accuracy (shown as gain in percent points) than their
hard counterpart. Taking the mean value, soft wins. But this advantage gets less
and less noticeable once more and more noise is added. The better performance
of soft trained classifiers comes, in our opinion, from the ability of the classifiers
to take advantage of interdependencies that are encoded in the fuzzy labels, for
which we found experimental evidence in separate F2-SVM-experiments [2] on
a dataset of emotional speech [23].

As can be seen rather clearly in Figure 1, the extra fusion step is really
worth doing (reasons for this can be found in [16]). The combined answer is
always more accurate than even the best single classifier. But of course not all
fusion schemes are equally powerful, and when investigating this issue, it turns
out one has to make the distinction between the hard-trained and soft-trained
setups. In the case with only hard labels, Median, Product, Decision Templates,
and Pseudoinverse fusion rules are in the top group, a clear winner for all noise



levels4 can not be declared. For all crossvalidation runs and noise levels, the
worst result of the top group is only 6.0 percent points away from the best
fusion result for this run (MaxDistanceToBest = 6.0). As for the soft-trained
case, only Median and Decision Templates form the top group, with Median
being the most stable. The Product rule had to be discarded, as in some single
cross validation runs it has outlier drops in accuracy worse than 10 percent
points. The MaxDistanceToBest here is very low, only 3.6 percent points.

Fig. 2. Accuracy gain in
percent points of the four
soft-trained classifiers over
their hard-trained counter-
parts. The dotted black line
gives the mean value.

One observations strikes as particularly surprising: the high resilience of even
single classifiers, trained on hard or soft labels, to added noise. Revisiting Figure
1, we see that despite adding 80% noise on the training labels, the best single
classifier still has the very high accuracy of 68%. To put this into perspective,
we shall look at the effects of noise on the labels from another angle. If we did
not treat them as fuzzy labels, but are only interested in the class with the
highest probability, the behaviour shown in Figure 3 comes up. The hardened
noisy labels agree pretty much with the hardened original, not noised labels.
For example, at the above-mentioned noise level of 80%, there still is agreement
of 56.4%, meaning more than half of the samples associated (via hardening)
with one class are originally from that class. This seems to still be enough for
the classifiers to train reasonably well. So, the fuzzy labels can take quite some
amount of such noise before it poses problems in our classification setting.

A short note on fuzzy versus hard in this context: the findings that the
classifiers are quite resilient to high label noise levels is only valid for the soft
labels. As shown, the noise added does deteriorate a fuzzy label gracefully, and
it will take high noise levels until the winning class with the highest probability
changes. As the hard labels in this experiment have been derived by hardening
the available soft labels, they share this property. Any noise added directly on a
hard label, which is only possible using the ”flip” rule, would instantly change its

4 For the fusion architecture selection, we disregarded the noise levels from 80-100%
noise, for those cases are not relevant in practical applications and exhibit very
volatile behaviour.



Fig. 3. The x axis gives
the level of noise added
to the fuzzy labels, as de-
scribed in Section 3. The
y axis shows what portion
of the hardened noised
labels is still the same
as the hardened un-noised
labels.

winning class. Unfortunately, a direct comparison of such noise and our model
is not possible.

As a more general note, experiments undertaken for this paper suggest that
when classifiers are trained with hard labels, their responses should also be taken
to be hard, and fused with corresponding schemes, to achieve the highest accu-
racy.

6 Summary

We investigated the effects of noise that was added to the training labels. Nois-
ing was accomplished by calculating the new label as a weighted sum of the
original and a completely random label. It turned out that even individual clas-
sifiers hold up very well to high noise levels (see Figure 1). Combining several
classifiers improves the overall accuracy further, but the right architecture has
to be selected. Comparing classifiers trained on soft versus hard labeled data, it
turned out that the soft approach is more resistant to noise.
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